Are the courses included in the success kits live instructor led or recordings?

All courses are online and a mixture of interactive modules and live instruction. Live instruction will be recorded for viewing on your schedule. Drone command and control is accomplished through our cloud. This allows you to accomplish the flight portion of training and all the modules from home and on your own schedule.

Do you receive a certificate from Aquiline Drones upon completing the success kit?

You will receive a Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle License from the Federal Aviation Administration. Flight to the Future will teach you everything you need to know to be safe, legal, and pass the FAA exam. Aquiline Drones guarantees that you will pass the exam at the end of step one.

What is the difference between the pilot and non-pilot packages?

Commercial drone pilots must learn the same basic information as aircraft pilots. That is why AD offers an abbreviated six-week kit for airplane pilots and already licensed sUAV pilots for $799. The $999 success kit is designed for students with no prior aviation experience.

Enrollees that are already licensed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to either operate commercial drones or fly manned aircraft should choose the $799 success kit. All others should choose the $999 success kit. Both kits will teach you everything you need to be safe and prepare you to pass the FAA exam.

Are there any payment options available?

AD accepts all major forms of payment, including all credit cards. The Flight to the Future program was priced to be accessible for everyone. Payments cannot be made in installments.

What is the timeline on the program?

Online classes are scheduled to start September 1st and repeat every 8 weeks. Students that are already aircraft pilots or drone pilots can expect a six-week program. Everyone else can expect an eight-week program. You can work on the interactive modules on your own schedule and at your own pace. Class size is limited so AD can process business license submissions as well as meet demand for drone hardware.
I know my success is dependent on the work I put in, but with your drone-on-demand service how much can I expect to earn?

The drone economy is already valued at $20 billion a year. As a Flight to the Future graduate, you will be in complete control of how much you want to work. Drone service is one of the fastest growing industries in the US. Demand is strong across all sectors and locations.

Established businesses currently charge hundreds of dollars an hour for basic drone services.

Would it be possible to connect with someone that could help answer my questions?

All information and details can be found by visiting https://adflight.to/future. Please review the site and FAQs thoroughly, as this will answer most questions. If needed, please do not hesitate to send questions to info@aquillinedrones.com. We are more than happy to answer all questions.

I’ll be over sixty years old this year! Is it too late to start my own drone operation business?

At over sixty years old, you are definitely able to enter into the aviation industry! The Federal Aviation Administration places no limit on the maximum age of commercial drone pilots, and neither does AD. Why would we? The wisdom that comes with experience cannot be substituted. You are only required to be in physical and mental condition that allows you to safely fly a drone.

Are there any other external fees that were not discussed that I should be aware of prior to joining?

Flight to the Future is designed so that you will not have to pay anything upfront to Aquiline beyond your registration fee. Any costs associated after training will be deducted from your earnings as you get paid. Costs that we will deduct will depend on what, if any, additional Aquiline products you choose. You are under no obligation to purchase anything from Aquiline. You will be responsible for state and local taxes.
**What is the Drone-on-Demand app?**

Aquiline’s Drone on Demand or ADoD works a lot like Uber. You pick the jobs that you want, and the rest go to other operators in the area. ADoD is timed to launch in mid-2021, after the first round of FF graduates are trained and equipped.

Aquiline’s Drone-on-Demand and Flight to the Future is a ground floor opportunity to establish yourself in a new and exciting industry.

**How many students are in each class?**

The number of students per class is confidential and proprietary, but it is adjusted regularly based on our data. It is a careful balance of supply (drone pilots) and demand (ADoD app users.) In addition, we restrict enrollment to keep up with business license processing and drone production.

AD needs to graduate several thousand additional Flight to the Future students on a periodic basis. As classes fill, we will waitlist new enrollees on a first come, first served basis.

**Can you choose more than one commercial solution? If so, is there an additional cost?**

You are welcome to select as many commercial solutions as you see fit after completing the program! There will be an additional cost to cover the additional training. It’s recommended that you become proficient with one industry specific solution before learning others.

**Do you have a package that does not include Part 107 certification? I already have it.**

Since you have your part 107 certificate, select the $799 package. This course is a full two weeks shorter than the full Flight to the Future course. Although you will not be required to retake the FAA exam, you will be required to complete all knowledge modules. This ensures that you are professionally trained and proficient beyond FAA requirements. This is no different than an airline training a new hire pilot regardless of previous training on the same aircraft.